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Challenge City Learning Centre.
Activities Spring / Summer 2011
All these free activities can take place in your school or at the CLC

Power up your podcasts
Let us take a piece of writing created by your pupils and turn it in to a polished
podcast. It could be a poem, short story, news report, play script, Science
Investigation, mental maths quiz or so on. We’ll give recording tips, download music
and sound effects, create a multi track recording and upload the finished product to
a web site where they can be heard by a wider audience.

Movie creation
Make a movie to support any area of your curriculum. We can bring the cameras
or use yours. We can make movie trailers, film poetry performances, create a
short film or even create our own silent movies (lots of fun!). We can create a
simple, straightforward movie or used more advanced editing to add effects, titles,
credits, transitions, sound effects and music.

Create a trail Google Earth or Google Maps
Use Google Earth or Maps to create your own multimedia trail in your locality or
any location worldwide. Add your own research, images and links , even videos to
make your trail truly engaging. Or why not create your own maths trail in your
school grounds? This can be linked to an outdoor quest to bring technology and
the outdoors together to make problem solving exciting.

Online Story Books
A fun, exciting twist on writing a story. Turn your tale into an online book with
gorgeous artwork, or a fun popup book with added augmented reality! A full
class account set up for you too!

Create your own CD
Use Sony XMC to create your own instrumental track, then design a cover.
We’ll send a finished copy for each pupil.
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Web based animation
We’ll set you up with a free, online animation account for your class and have
them animating in no time. Fun, engaging and easy to add to school sites or
blogs.

Stop motion animation
Playmobil, plasticine or paper, the choice is yours. We can plan, shoot
and edit your stop motion animation. This can be tied in with poetry,
stories, poetry, myths and legends or countless creative curriculum
topics.

Fun Maths Games
Show your understanding of maths by creating games for others to play.
Using web based resources as well as 2DIY or Scratch to show knowledge of
shape, number or any other mathematical area.

Polished Performance Poetry
Let’s investigate performance poetry, write some of your own and record it to
a backing track. We can save it on a CD for you and upload it to a site too.

Kar2ouche to support History
Create your own movies, slideshow and storyboards using Kar2ouche. We can
deliver units on Shakespeare, Vikings, Tudors, Victorians or Egyptians.

Game creation
Support understanding of programming and control technology by creating
games with Kodu or Scratch.

